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Introduction

CatBonk is a Community-run memecoin centered around
a meme featuring felines wielding baseball bats and bonking
other memecoins.
It knows what it is and it will never pretend to be something
that it is not.
At the helm of parody and innovative financial technologies,
CatBonk is perfectly positioned to build an unstoppable
community and use its resources to do good in the world.
CatBonk’s fundamental goals are to bring joy and happiness
to those who create and share memes related to
its token, and more importantly, to push the boundaries of
the traditional capabilities of memecoins in hopes to make
a positive impact on the world at large.
Since we adore cats, we are committed to generating
donations for charitable foundations that exist to preserve
endangered wild cats, to renovating and building cat shelters
in underserved areas that lack necessary resources to care
for homeless cats, and to the improve awareness for
endangered and homeless cats.
Community is the heart of this project. Without each other,
there is no CatBonk. Through creativity, kindness, and
altruism, we believe nothing can stop CatBonk from
making the world a better place for cats, other animals,
and for all of humanity.
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Tokenomics

Why Binance Smart Chain (BSC)?

BSC is host to innumerable innovative projects and is a
playground for countless talented developers. Given its fast
and inexpensive transactions, it is a perfect place to build
a token economy. We are grateful to have the opportunity to
develop on such an active and user friendly blockchain network.
Contract Info
Address: 0xDFAABAa57dEc10c049335bdAA2e949B4Ce2eAD30
The CatBonk token (CABO) contract is a fork of the token
SafeMoon. We believe this to be the best choice for a base
token mechanism as it enables the community to bootstrap
liquidity without having a significant amount of existing funds.
Steps Towards Decentralization & Tokenomics
· Contract is a 1:1 fork of the SafeMoon token.
· Contract Ownership is renounced.
· 56.9% of Supply is burnt into PancakeSwap LP
· 99.47% of the LP has been burned.
· Fair launch with no presale.
· Deflationary Tokenomics.
· Automatic Yield generation (Passive Income) for CABO holders.
· Transaction Tax: 10%.
· 5% distributed to CABO holders.
· 5% burned into Liquidity Pool.
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Token Supply & Distribution
Token Supply and Distribution
CABO had a fair community launch and there was no presale.
At the time of writing this white paper, the token supply
is as follows:
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Maximum Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Circulating Supply: 430,671,660,931,313
Each CABO transaction (including buys, sells, and transfers)
is subject to a 10% tax. Of this 10% tax, 5% is distributed to all
token holders proportional to the amount of CABO they hold
and the other 5% is delivered to a burned wallet that funds
the liquidity pool on PancakeSwap.
569,328,339,068,687 (56.9%)
of Supply sent to Burn Address

5% to PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool
5% distributed to CABO holders

Circulating Supply
430.671.660.931.313 (43%)

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 CABO

10% Tax on Every Transaction
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Future Endeavors
Cat and Animal Foundation Donations
Whether it is a lion in the mountains or a house cat lounging
on the couch, we love wild and domesticated cats. We are
keenly aware of the dire situation that certain cat species face,
which is why we are dedicated to raising funds through various
methods in order to contribute to cat preservation in many
ways including, but not limited to adopting a Clouded Leopard
through the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), providing donations
to Big Cat Rescue and other charitable organizations, and
renovating and building cat shelters in countries where crucial
resources are unavailable.
Further plans will be revealed in future versions of this
Whitepaper.
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Socials

Website - CatBonk.com

Telegram - t.me/catbonk_official
Discord - discord.gg/QADqvpAjyk
Reddit - reddit.com/r/Cat_Bonk/
Twitter - twitter.com/catbonk1
TikTok - tiktok.com/@catbonkofficial
Instagram - instagram.com/catbonkofficial/

Team
Team biographies are available on CatBonk.com
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